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Do you know CASI?

CASI is truly a member-driven organization. Since
1995, CASI has relied on volunteers to help make the
organization what it is today. As a member, it’s
important that you’re aware of the various roles within
the organization. As CASI grows and develops, it
becomes more and more complicated in many ways,
and when it comes to ensuring your voice is heard, it’s
important that you’re aware of the avenues to follow.

Administrative Roles
The Board of Directors (BOD)
CASI is a non-profit organization, run by a volunteer
Board of Directors (BOD). The Board made up of four
elected members, one from each of the following four
regions: Quebec, Ontario including Atlantic, British
Columbia and Alberta including Man/Sask. They must
also be residents of that region and be elected at a
General Meeting of members within their respective
regions. In addition to these members, the BOD
includes three non-voting members of the Board, a
representative from the CSIA, the TEC Chairman, the
Executive Director and the Past President during the
years when we have one. From this group they appoint
a President, Vice President, Treasurer and Secretary.

Do you know CASI?

The Board of Directors is responsible for the direction
of the organization when it comes to policy,
procedures, and finance. This may include things like
strategy and planning, future development, course and
membership fees, industry involvement, staffing.

Members elect their Board of Directors representatives
every two years. Elections are held at either an Annual
General, or Special General Meetings.

Executive Director/CEO
The Executive Director (ED) is the one entrusted with
the job of managing the organization on a daily basis.
This includes overseeing everything from courses and
programs, to maintaining industry relationships, and
managing office staff, regional coordinators and course
coordinators.

The Executive Director is not involved in the technical
side of our organization; this is left to the Technical
and Education Committee and National Technical
Coordinator. The ED works closely with the National
Technical Coordinator, ensuring that technical projects
fit within timeframes and budgets, and that technical
issues are being resolved. continued on page 2
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Technical Roles
The Technical & Educational Committee
(TEC)
The TEC is responsible for providing input and direction
with regards to everything that happens on snow. This
may include course standards, course length,
development of teaching methods, techniques and
snowboarding methodology, and evaluator training
(Precourse).

The TEC is a volunteer member-elected committee,
consisting of a representative from BC, Alberta,
Manitoba/Saskatchewan, Ontario, Quebec and Atlantic.
Each member serves for a two-year term before re-
election.

It is the TEC’s responsibility to provide technical
direction to the Board of Directors when it comes to
matters that have an impact on policies (i.e.:
certification course, duration, etc.). The TEC works
closely with the National Technical Coordinator.

by Jeff Chandler, National Technical Coordinator
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National Technical Coordinator (NTC)
The National Technical Coordinator is a position that
has been recently added to CASI’s structure. For many
years, the TEC committee not only acted as the
technical advisory committee, but also performed
some of the ‘implementing’, such as writing content.
Beyond that, the balance of the technical production
work fell in the hands of the Executive Director.

The NTC’s role is to act as a “implementer” for the
TEC, ensuring that projects that the TEC recommends
are explored, planned and produced. In addition, the
NTC is key in ensuring consistency in the delivery of
CASI’s product across the country. Teaching
certification courses, participating in TEC meetings,
planning and coordinating projects and producing
technical materials are all various responsibilities of
the NTC.

In the case of both the Board of Directors and
the Technical & Educational Committee, the
representatives of each group are member-
elected. This is an important part of CASI’s
structure, as it ensures that decisions are made
democratically, and members have a say in
their representation.

CASI’s staff, volunteers, and members work with the
best interests of the organization at heart. Knowing
the organizational structure of CASI is important for
you…especially when you have ideas, suggestions,
comments and questions. Knowing the best way to
bring those forward is the key to helping CASI
continue to grow and improve.

Email contacts:
Board of Directors
board@casi-acms.com

TEC
tec@casi-acms.com

Executive Director
dgenge@casi-acms.com

National Technical Coordinator
ntc@casi-acms.com

Do you
know CASI?
continued from page 1
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CASI Pro DealsCASI Pro Deals
In an effort to add value to our members’ membership, CASI was able to put together a substantial equipment  “Pro Deal” program again this year. We are very
pleased to acknowledge the following brands/suppliers who offered “Pro Deals” to CASI Instructors and Coaches this year:

Remember only current members who have paid their dues for the 2005/06
season will be able to purchase products on the Pro Program. Some suppliers
may also ask for proof of employment within the industry, some may limit
their offers to different levels of certification and some may ask you to go
through your local retailer.

It is important that you do NOT go directly to the retailers unless
instructed to do so by the supplier.

Because suppliers have their own program, and each administers it differently,
it’s important to check each one out first before making a decision.

For more information on the “Pro Deals” go to the CASI website at:
www.casi-acms.com under “Membership Info/Benefits/Pro Deals”. You will
also need your member number to access the Pro Deals Page.

It is expected that each member will only require one or maybe two boards this
season, so, multiple purchases could jeopardize the program. Any member
found abusing the program may have their CASI membership revoked and their
right to teach snowboarding suspended.

Take advantage of this great benefit now and for years to come!
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Quebec…a region full
of discoveries!
The 2005-2006 season has finally
gotten underway! It took a while for the
snow to arrive. Mother Nature has its
quirks! It didn’t take long for course

registrations to start rolling in. Registration over the Internet went smoothly. The
system hasn’t been perfected yet but it will be shortly. Changes were made as
registrations came in. All in all, I’m very pleased with the system and feel confident
that we’ll be able to perfect it and fulfill our clients’ needs.

Today, rather than tell you about registrations and how courses will unfold this
season, I’m going to tell you about a few trips that I recently had a chance to take. I
had the opportunity to give a few courses and training sessions in certain parts of
Quebec. I took advantage of that opportunity by travelling around a bit in December
and early January. I made some great discoveries. The trips that I will describe will
help you to discover certain areas that are not very popular with most vacationers,
who tend to choose very sought-after destinations. You may really enjoy the resorts
described further on if the unknown doesn’t frighten you and if you’re looking for
more peace and quiet and fewer people. If endless chairlift waits are starting to
irritate you, if trails and boulevards crammed with people are preventing you from
fully enjoying your family vacations or your weekend outings, if icy runs have you
grinding your teeth, read on!

Atlantic ReportAtlantic Report
by Steve Fairbairn, Regional Coordinator

Quebec
Report
Quebec
Report

The Pride and the
Passion
It was a surreal moment. I was standing
at the top of a PGS course this weekend in
the pouring rain. The ‘tech’ part of my
tech clothing had given up and gone home
after about an hour, which is probably
what we all should have done. My boots

were full of rainwater, my gloves were full of rainwater and when I bent down to
pick up a drill, remarkably there was rainwater water in places one really wouldn’t
have expected. U2’s “Beautiful Day” was blaring over the loudspeakers and
athletes, coaches and officials were laughing ironically. Which is when the fog
moved in.

On a closed hill in torrential rain we pulled off a good event and attracted media
coverage from sports pages and the local weather pages. And there’s only one way
you do that. Passion. From the competitors to the officials to the volunteers to the
hill owners. They were out there because of passion for the sport….on a day when
most normal people would stay at home and veg.

And later that night in my packed hotel room with four athletes, boards, boots,
wardrobes of wet clothing, heat cranked up and an atmosphere something like the
Amazon rainforest, what were they talking about? How cold they had been? How
their gear was not going to dry and the forecast for the next day was -16? No. Well
maybe a little. But for the most part they talked about how their runs went, things
to work on for next time and technical preparations. Oh yes, and how many
sunflower seeds they could throw into a sleeping team mate’s mouth from across
the room.

The Honda Pro Am Snowboard event in question was held at Le Relais just outside
Quebec City. Two faces grinning at me in the start area despite the pouring rain;
Bob Joncas, proud dad of one of the youngest competitors at the event, manager of
the 2010 Project (to assist Canadians in reaching the podium at Vancouver’s
Olympics) and Team Leader for the 2006 Junior World Championships in Korea, and
Mark Ballard, Program Director at Calgary Snowboard Club and Alpine coach for the
2006 Junior World Championships.

I remember Bob from as far back as the earliest Tremblant CASI precourses, through
jumping off his mountain board into mud outside his house….while my shoes
stayed on the board and rode off into the sunset….to taking home cretons on his
insistence (a Quebec delicacy which consists, I think, largely of the pieces of pig
they can’t pass off as bacon) for my wife who, despite her Quebec lineage,
evidently can’t stand cretons. Mark is yet another CASI connection, Interski veteran
and now dedicated coach with a group of talented athletes. Our paths don’t cross too
often….two or three times a season…although we drift across North America and
Europe like snowboard nomads in search of the perfect run…for the kids we work
with. Funny thing is, we’ve all had our highlights and we’ve all had our
disagreements in the past but here we are still working and laughing together, all
these years later. There’s one thing we have in common. Passion for snowboarding.
And I have the highest respect for that.

Passion for snowboarding runs deep and at every part of the industry. And it seems
CASI has a connection everywhere. Rob Stevens. CASI board member, CBC
Snowboarding commentator at the first Olympics we were invited to. Christian Hrab.
CASI veteran, National/Olympic Team Coach, Sport Development Manager and now
RDS Olympic Commentator. Andrew MacLean, ski area manager, probably the most
influential figure in entry level instruction and equipment design in Canada, and
CASI Interski veteran. The list goes on. United by passion.

If you’re a CASI member, you’ll understand where I’m coming from….you can
doubtless add to the list. If you’re a newly certified instructor reading Boarderline
for the first time, welcome to the family. And think of the Opportunities!

From little old Nova Scotia, home to an Olympian snowboarder at every Olympics
since 1998, I wish you all a great, passionate and successful winter!

continued on page 6

by David Gagnon, Regional Coordinator
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Quebec Report

Sponsors Needed
Over the years CASI has been looking for corporate sponsors to help out the
organization financially as well as giving CASI and the sport more credibility
within the industry as well as with the general public.

If you know of anyone, company, or corporation that could benefit from
being associated with the largest growing winter sport in North America, and
a strong stable organization that helps produce future World and Olympic
athletes, have them give us a call, or send us their contact information and
we’ll send them out our promo package.

For more information about becoming a National CASI Sponsor
contact our Executive Director at: 1 (877) 976-2274

or email: dgenge@casi-acms.com

Sponsors Needed

By the way, most of the destinations described here can be found on the
www.snowquebec.com website. It also includes a few pictures and videos.

First, during the Christmas Holidays, I went to the Chicoutimi region and supervised
a course that was held at Mont Fortin, a resort located about 25 minutes northwest
of Chicoutimi. I was pleasantly surprised when I got there! The resort is equipped
with an artificial snow system that enables them to welcome customers at night.
Because it’s so close to the city of Chicoutimi, it’s mostly a local clientele. The city
buses even have a stop there! There’s something there for everyone. Experts and
beginners alike will have a good time.

If you move a little southeast of there you’ll find Mont Edouard. It’s a superb resort
just waiting to be discovered! Possessing a nice difference in levels, the mountain
really amazed me! They had powder by mid-December! To start the season with
one to two meters of powder in some places is pretty special! Your thighs can take a
beating at that time of year. An « open house » day was held to let the public
discover the mountain. Lift tickets were free for everyone. According to ski school
director Gary Boily, it was the busiest day of the year. Honestly, there was
practically no waiting at the chairlift. There was almost nobody on the runs. So you
can imagine what the conditions were like! Not one icy patch! This resort is worth
the detour and you’ll find a lot of trails for all levels of ability.

I gave a course northeast of Montreal, in the Lanaudière region to be exact. Ski
Montcalm, a small resort located about an hour from Montreal, offers magnificent
trails. With its three sides, we had all kinds of fun on trails of varying difficulty. If
you’re looking for a family resort that isn’t very busy, Ski Montcalm is right for you!
And make sure to taste the little doughnuts baked by the cafeteria cook. « Crispy
Cream » just can’t compare!

The Gallix resort is near Sept-Iles. The long trip was definitely worth it! I had never
gone past the city of Baie-Comeau on the north coast. The scenery was spectacular
throughout the entire trip. The river, which widens as you travel east, reveals a
beautiful panorama! The ice that lies along the water made me discover a different
and unique perspective of the river. Once you get to Quebec City, the trip is dotted
with country villages that run along the north coast. All you have to do is stop to
appreciate it. When I arrived at the resort, the snow started to cover the trails with a
soft, white blanket. The people working at the resort were happy to see me arrive
with some snow. This year, it took a while for snow to get there. About six inches
finally fell. This region didn’t get all of the large snowfalls that the more western
regions received, which is very rare at this time of year. Last season, around mid-
December, some areas had received about a meter and a half of snow. They told me
that it was « just crazy ». On the day that I arrived, more that 50% of the
mountain’s skiable area was open. The students and I were practically by ourselves.
The runs are impressive. There’s something for all tastes. Experts will be surprised
by the incline of certain runs. One of them measures almost 43 degrees! They have
built a snow-park that includes rails and boxes and a few jumps. They even
designed a miniature snowboard-cross course. They are also equipped with a
lighting system that provides very enjoyable evening runs. The people in the area
are very welcoming. If you go, say hi to the patrollers, they’ll welcome you with
open arms. They made me feel like I was part of the family. Take the opportunity
to check out their chalet. It’s definitely the nicest patrollers’ chalet that I’ve ever
seen! On the second day of my course, the snow gave way to the sun. That’s when I

realized how close we were to the ocean. That’s right, people in Sept Iles call it the
« ocean »! In fact, the other shore (the south shore) is no longer visible to the naked
eye. All you can see is water!

Upon my return, I finally understood why the people of the region drink their coffee
through a straw. When I stopped at Tim Horton’s on my way back, I got myself a
hot chocolate. The cashier asked me if I wanted a straw. I was surprised, and
quietly chuckled! I politely said no thanks! A few minutes later, as I was driving
along, I wanted to take a sip of my tasty hot chocolate. I spilled hot chocolate all
over myself because of the vibrations caused by the state of the roads. I tried again
a few times while trying not to burn my lips…and my face! That’s when I started
to think about the little cashier who had offered me a straw!

Finally, I made a quick stop at Vallinouet. Located about 45 minutes from
Chicoutimi, in a charming little village, it’s a delightful resort. They’ve gotten quite
a bit of snow so far. Please note that this resort does not make any artificial snow,
only the real stuff. There are no ice patches! 100% of the area was skiable! The
runs are very enjoyable and there are runs for all levels of ability. The runs are very
undulating. It’s a nice change from the large flat boulevards at some stations. I
didn’t get a chance to rest for very long, just a few hours. You can be sure that I’ll
head back there this season to discover even more about that resort. Believe me, it’s
worth the detour!

If you’re looking for a change of scenery, and you’re not afraid of distances, you
could really fall in love with these resorts. Granted, some of them are a little far.
But if you want to take a vacation in places that aren’t very busy and where the
cultures are different, these destinations could provide you with an opportunity to
discover certain regions in our wonderful area of the country. Come on… go for it!

Quebec Report
continued from page 5
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Ontario
Report
Ontario
Report
by Doug Mooder, Regional Coordinator

Well it’s January. I have been asked to
make this article more CASI pertinent, just
the facts brother, just the facts. I will
because I need my job. My simple
request is if there was any merit in my
life lessons, and it is of interest please
email the powers that be and let them

know a balance would be of more value. This began because 4 newsletters per year
for 8 years felt like saying the same thing 32 times over. I was bored, and when
teaching usually if I’m bored the students are too and we go for a rip to get the bugs
out. I guess I’ve just been on this 2 year literary rip, 2 years too long, just because
the writer was bored does not mean the readers are too.

What this means is I can’t tell you I’ve been on the hill tons with Chase over the
holidays and he’s begging to snowboard now. I can’t tell you that thanks to Lance
and Burton I have his Chopper now, so I won’t. I can’t tell you we learn to ride after
we get back from Disney, so I won’t. I can’t tell you haw awesome Delaney is
doing, so I won’t. I can’t let you know about life is teaching me how lucky I am to
be 43 and riding park. You know, this does apply because last year when I got
pneumonia for the first time in my life and my doctor thought I had a tumour in my
lung. The day before my test at the hospital I was teaching a level 2 because no-
one else could. Two weeks later I found out I was fine.

The facts:
• 4 CASI videos came back broken

• We kept running out of videos

• We had to ask CASI national for more evaluation forms, we have none now

• We have 563 records on the data base, we do not know how many retest
without looking further actually, I would guess about 20

• We had an early course at Mt St Louis with 9 cells to help the staff shortage

• We had 15 of 18 courses at student and staff capacity in December

• Don Swift did his first rookie, he is 72!!!!!! Hopefully I’m ripping with Chase
when I’m 72, oh ya, I can’t mention Chase.

• I had to teach at precourse when they were short staff.

• Ken’s bar is very cool.

• I was a student on the full precourse for the first time in 8 years.

• I widened my stance and neutralized my split, angles

• I’m committed to my next coaching level, and signed up for my next NCCP
theory level.

Man/Sask
Report
Man/Sask
Report
by Dan Genge, Acting Regional
Coordinator

COLD! You haven’t seen or felt cold until
you’ve come to the Prairies. My first
experience working a course on the
prairies was at Assessippi, Manitoba for
the Man/Sask Regional Precourse where
the average temperature was – 29o C,

not including the wind chill factor!

Despite the cold we had three participants, Scott Skene, Danny Currie and Neil
Helfrick who took part and as a result we should be able to rookie Danny and Neil
by year end and have a total of 4 evaluators living in the region. Yes, that’s right, 4,
which is the major problem here in the Man/Sask Region, not enough evaluators!

We had a Basic Coach - Freestyle course scheduled for the second weekend in
December and no Freestyle Evaluators in the region. After calling around, Christian
Hrab located Dustin Heise who flew in from Vancouver to Saskatoon, rented a car
and drove 2 hours to North Battleford, the closest town to Table Mountain, SK to run
the course. Even though the course was full with 7 candidates, we still lost money
because of the travel and accommodation expenses. Fortunately, I’m only the
‘acting’ Regional Coordinator so the loss is not coming out of my personal pocket,
but that’s the problem with these smaller regions and trying to find someone to
work as a Regional Coordinator. The money’s not there to make it feasible.

Credos:
As always there were several evaluators committed to precourse that made this
whirlwind possible. I’ve been focused on staying close to the office and working as
a substitute teacher only. It’s always been close, but we made it through. It’s been
a challenge to accommodate the rookies, our future depends on new staff, the
commitment to make it through to being an evaluator is pretty huge. Watch your
email for upcoming promotions.

Congratulations to Jeremy Shield on his election to the TEC. I hope he has a prompt
and successful recovery, great to see that true persistence when he got a bit of a
kick. Thanks for the inspiration. Speaking of mama Shred, congratulations and
thanks for all your service on the TEC. Even though I’m the older brother you’re a
true old timer and inspiration, see yah in the park. Thanks to Bob Joncas for all the
opportunities he’s provided, and confidence in me as a teacher, I’m pleased the CSF
has found a great man. Thanks to Christian and the CSF for allowing me to be
involved, I’ll work hard, I promise.

The coolest thing now is the punks. I only say that because some of the old timers
will miss the boat with what youth has to teach us. The people I will learn the most
from this season are all brand new level 1’s, jibbing and spinning for the sheer love
of the sport. The simple fun challenges in the park, or as Simon would say,
“betchacants”, are truly what the sports all about - even if you’re over 40.

Peace.

continued on page 8
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Man/Sask Report Alberta
Report
Alberta
Report
by Andrew McCraney, Regional
Coordinator

Almost halfway through winter and I’d
have to say things in Alberta are
progressing pretty well. We have been
busily contacting resorts, evaluators and
candidates on a daily basis in order to
ensure that things this year run as well as

possible. Based on the feedback I have been receiving, it seems that we are working
pretty well as a team; communication is good, word is getting around that the
courses are amazing, and all is right in Alberta.

Or is it? A big thing I would like to see is for all of YOU out there to get in touch
with me and let me know what’s up in your corner of the province. If you are an
evaluator, let me know ahead of time if and when there is a course you’d like to
teach. If you are a rookie, plan the days off from work that you need and contact me
with a definite “hey man I am going to be at this course to rookie”. There have
been NO courses this year that did not have room for one more rookie, so this is the
year for you guys! Of all the courses taught this year, I have used less than one third
of the evaluators and less than 20% of the rookies have done a course! Get on it
guys, let’s get you making some money.

One of the coolest things I’ve done this year is make an effort to get around to some
of the smallest resorts in our corner of the country to make sure that we take care of
the grass roots. I had the privilege of spending a weekend in Medicine Hat at
Hidden Valley, and most recently at Kinosoo Ridge in Cold Lake. There are so many
things about these places that make up for the lack of terrain when compared to the
mountains. The stereotype of the small town hospitality is so true at small hills. In
both places they opened lifts for us when they were closed (without us even
asking!).

At Hidden Valley they weren’t even open one of the days, but the chair was turning
just for us. At Kinosoo Ridge, they stuffed us so full of free food, we almost lost it
all on the hill. These small resorts are the way to go for teaching courses. And
personality! The best part was when in Cold Lake, a member of management, who
was a candidate on the course, loudly questioned the sexuality of the other
evaluator. Fair enough, he crochets a bit too much, but not something you’ll see at a
big resort and well worth the long drive to hear!

Lastly I want to say thanks to those of you of any level who have had a hand in
building the sport and CASI in Alberta in the last couple of months; you should all
know that the organization truly values all your hard work, as do I. So get in touch
and keep me in the loop guys and gals, we’ll see you out on the slopes!

For the first Level 1 Instructor course, which also ran the same weekend at Stony Mountain
in Manitoba, we flew Rob Wallace in from Toronto, and for the next Level 1 the following
weekend, I had to return to Assessippi to run it myself. Blackstrap, SK was the first course
where we could run with a local evaluator, Elvin Jamieson.

Over the Christmas holidays we ran a course at Twin Towers, SK and imported Steve
Brandse from Edmonton to run it and we had another course at Stony, and again we had to
fly Jeff Chandler from Kelowna, BC. I suggested that he pack his “woollies” and an old
pair of leather mitts for the rope tows!

The rest of the season looks a little better. We have at least one evaluator available for
each course so we should be able to service everyone who wants a course.

Some resorts are still having problems with registration but we are working with them to
ensure that everyone registers with our office before the course starts. Late registrations
have only caused us to cancel one course so far, but hopefully everyone will appreciate the
logistics involved and will help us coordinate the remainder of the courses.

As the acting regional coordinator I now have first hand experience working with resort
personnel in order to make courses happen. It’s CASI’s commitment to offer courses where
course are needed and we will continue to do so even if we loose money in those regions.
But we need your help and the support at the resort level in order to do this. CASI is not a
large organization. We only have a minimal number of staff yet we are managing to run
courses right across the country but in order for us to do this, we need to be organized. We
have in fact set up our system so that the resorts have minimal to do. The problem is,
some resorts want to get involved and they don’t know what our system for registration is,
so we find ourselves opposing each other trying to do the best we can for the candidates.
Again, all candidates must register with our office either by fax or on-line. Once we have
the candidate’s registration form they will be registered for the course of their choice. Once
a course is full, (max. 7 candidates per class) the candidates will be asked to register for
the next one at that resort, or another one in the region.

The problem comes when resorts compile applications, and because we don’t know that
they have these registrations, we may very likely cancel the course due to lack of
enrolment; or have to cancel some of the registrations because the course is full and these
extra registrations can’t be accommodated. Our problem at this time is again, the lack of
evaluators in the region. We will try to run at least one cell with a maximum of 7
candidates at each resort this winter. So if we have 8 or 9 candidates wanting to get on,
unfortunately we will only be able to accommodate the first seven (7). Again, this is why
all registrations need to come directly to our office as soon as the resorts get them, or have
candidates register on-line as space is limited!

In all, the Man/Sask region possesses some challenges, but on the other hand you get to
meet a great group of people in the prairies. We even have one resort that will not only
pick up the cost of the accommodations, for us but will pay for food and transportation to
and from the airport. That, I have never seen anywhere else! To the members and resorts
in Man/Sask Region I commend you for all the hardships and obstacles you have to endure
making skiing and snowboarding a reality in the prairies. If there is anything that CASI can
do to help you out, please be sure to give me a call directly at 1 877 976-2274 and
we’ll see what we can come up with.

I wish you all a great remainder of the season and look forward to seeing as many as
possible at the Canada West meetings in May and look forward to continuing working
with you all more this winter.

Man/Sask Report
continued from page 7
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WOW, it’s over!BC ReportBC Report
by Greg Daniells, Regional Coordinator

A brief breakdown of the snow scene in BC
so far...the start of the season came swift
- November 5th became the earliest
opening ever for Whistler. Things looked
good and we were stoked! But in
December we felt the haunt of the
“pineapple express” as it brought rain and
it’s wretched balminess to the wrong
industry. I said to myself don’t panic, a
little rain is o.k. and does happen.

Just in case you don’t know, last winter was a real struggle because we got so much
rain and the hills in the lower mainland were barely open and a few of them even had
to close. The situation was at an all time low. Anyways you could see how the
“pineapple” can drive a man to drink. However, the good news is since New Years it
has been dumping and we have been getting lots of POW! The province overall is in
good shape at the time of this writing. Global warming is a myth - use as much Old
Spice aerosol as you want and stay fresh.

I hope everyone out there is having a good season so far. One of the highlights of my
season to-date was attending the Precourse training at Lake Louise in November. Years
ago I used to live in Banff but it had been awhile since I had returned to the “Rocks”.
Lake Louise is truly a magical place. For such early season the conditions were great
and we blazed the corduroy down low and found some fresh up top.

For those of you that joined us here in Whistler, I want to thank everyone for coming
to this year’s Precourse. The foundation of CASI is built on the loyal examiners and
new people that come to Precourse. The Whistler Precourse this year was good. The
Precourse is a good way for everyone to get the cobwebs out and get the legs going.

On another note, CASI does have a bit of news that is still a little fresh. Mike Bray has
been elected as the BC representative for the CASI Technical Committee. I am sure
Mike is out on the snow with his protractor and compass whipping up his gourmet stew
of secret CASI shreddin’… we’ll look forward to that. Mike is an awesome guy for
this position and he will do ya good… eh.

Congratulations also go to Rob LeBlanc who was re-elected as our President. If you see
Rob immediately bow down and say, “I am not worthy”. It’ll be good for a laugh. But
seriously folks, Rob is the real deal and in my opinion we couldn’t have a better
person for this position.

On a final note, I have an observation to make about certain snowboarders these
days… they are getting older! I have been snowboarding for twenty years now and I
have a little tip for those of you who are older and getting into the sport and/or those
of you who are just getting a little older. Go to the gym and work out and stretch lots.
I am finding flexibility is a make it or tweak it situation. I personally cannot get away
without stretching anymore. Red wine also helps.

That’s all for me.

Yours in snowboarding,

Greg Daniells

by Allison Church, past Ontario TEC Rep

Nine years of being on the TEC has come to
an end. I have mixed feelings about the
whole thing. I’ll tell you what; I won’t miss
the 2-3 hour conference calls. Two years
ago, we had a record breaker; 4 hours plus.
Can anyone guess what the topic was??? the
grandfathering from level 2-3 and 3-4.
Remember that one boys!!

I must say, being on the TEC has been an
awesome experience. I have had the
privilege to work on many courses across

Canada. I even had the opportunity to give a level 1 and 2 in Andorra, a little country
situated between Spain and France. There, I learned that CASI really does have a great
formula for giving courses, that is, give feedback to your students in a positive manor.
Most of the students in Andorra were from a British snow school. They had found they
received harsh criticism while taking British snowboard courses. They truly enjoyed CASI’s
positive analysis and improvement approach. It built their confidence and allowed them to
relax and enjoy themselves during what used to be a stressful time.

The other day, while driving my car, I began to reminisce about the fun (and challenging)
times while on the TEC. First, let me tell you about some of my more challenging ones.

On our way to Kamloops from Montreal, the boys and myself had a stop over in Calgary.
Just before we were about to transfer onto our commuter plane, I figured I had better go
to the “loo”. As I entered the large room, there was an elderly woman who had slipped
on the floor and was laying in a bit of blood. I tried to speak to her but she did not speak
English. Her daughter entered the washroom and she spoke very little English as well. I
had to run and get help. Once things were under control, I ran through the airport to try to
catch my flight. As I descended the escalator, I could see the propellers of the plane
spinning. The gentleman at the entrance told me I was “too late and could not board the
plane”. I asked “why not?” he replied “you’re late and that’s what you get for shopping”.
I was insulted and told him I was “saving a life”. He laughed at me and sent me away. I
thought that my fellow CASI men would hold the plane for me. After all, wouldn’t they be
concerned about my whereabouts? No, they did not say a thing to anyone. Off they flew
sans moi. I was delayed for 5.5 hours in the Calgary airport. I did complain to Air Canada
and was given free food and drink...good for me! Thanks Andy MacLean, Trevor Gavura
and Mark Ballard for looking out for the Chiquita.

Now being the only female on the TEC was never easy. Thanks to Lisa Severn for the
years you were there with me. It was great! Yes, it was great to have Lisa, but, for many
years I’ve been on my own. For example, one year we all flew into Calgary. It was
approximately 10 p.m. Calgary time (12a.m. Toronto time). We loaded the van and
realized our board bags had to go on the roof. I asked that mine be put in the van as I was
concerned it would blow off. The guys laughed at me “crazy chick being worried over such
a thing”. After driving for nearly 2 hours, we went to unload all the luggage. The guys
said all the bags were off the roof. I laughed and asked where mine was. They said the
roof was empty. Naturally, I didn’t believe them.. I thought they were picking on the
Chick. I climbed on the top of the van and there it was...GONE!! NO BOARD BAG!!

We got the guys checked in and Dan (Bulldog) and I drove back to Calgary to see if we
could find my bag. NO LUCK! When we returned to Banff, the front desk attendant told us

WOW, it’s over!

continued on page 10
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Open ArmsWow, it’s over!

the police had found my bag in the middle of the highway. The bad news was it had been
run over by a MAC TRUCK. Board was broken, one binding was dust, bag was shredded,
helmet had a skid mark (cool) and the clothes were, let’s say, no longer in fashion. From
that trip on, my board bag went inside the van.

Then, there was the leg break at Goat’s Eye in Sunshine. Over 1 hour with my foot
pointing in the wrong direction. Thanks to Bob Joncas (LE Bob) for immobilizing it for me.
Merci beaucoup mon ami! Then, the hour toboggan ride down. I had emergency surgery
in Banff Memorial Hospital. I had a spiral, compound fracture which later developed into
flesh eating disease. I was told I wouldn’t ride again. I’m glad to say that after 5
operations, I’m riding and still loving it.

Now I’ve told some funny and unlucky stories that happened to me while I was on the
TEC. The most important thing to me is that I feel privileged to have been able to have
been on the TEC for 9 years.

The Ontario members have been great. They are truly passionate for the sport and have
been very supportive over the years. Thanks guys, I really appreciate it!!

I have met wonderful people across Canada and have loved every minute of being on the
TEC. I cannot say it enough, it has been an honour and I’m really going to miss the
camaraderie, the meetings, and the “brotherhood with a sister”.

I have a few special thank yous that I would like to make:

To Dylan Dainard - Thanks for being a great friend and helping me to learn to ride again
after my injury.

To Walter Traub - Walter, your passion for snowboarding is infectious. Thanks for always
having such a positive attitude. You’re a pleasure to be around and a wonderful individual.

To Dave Balne - Thanks for locking my keys in my car at Tremblant! Seriously, thanks for
donating much of your time to help out the TEC during the past few seasons. You are great
value and have super ideas. I’m looking forward to doing some turns with you at Osler.

To Doug Mooder - Thanks for being a great friend through thick and thin. You are like a
brother (older one) to me and always will be.

To Le Bob - Thanks for the great memories of making the kids’ video and thanks for being
there for me when I broke my leg. You’re and inspiration my friend. Good luck with CSF.

To Andy MacLean - WOW, we’ve been on the TEC together for a long time. You’re the last
“old guy”. Make us proud, I know you will! You’ve been a wonderful friend Andy. I’m
really going to miss being on those TEC meetings and courses with you. All the best and, I
will make it to Nova Scotia so I can finally meet your family. Stay in touch my friend.

And to Dan Genge - Thanks for always, always taking good care of me and looking out for
my well being. Chez Rose and I really appreciate it Dan.

Finally, I would like to congratulate Jeremy Shields who is the new Ontario TEC
representative and Glenn Clark, the new Alberta representative. All the best my friends!

And to all the TEC Members, thanks for the good laughs, the camaraderie, the learning
experiences and the fond memories. All the best to the TEC of 2006. You’re a super strong
committee and I look forward to seeing what you have in store for CASI. Oh ya, if you ever
need a female’s opinion, please feel free to call me.

Let it snow,

Shred (retired TEC)

Wow, it’s over!
continued from page 9

Open Arms
by Trevor Gavura, TEC Chairman

Oh my, so long I have been longing the
neck deep turns that I have been
experiencing this season. Modifying my
breathing patterns, not as a timing
exercise, but one of survival so I don’t
choke on the cold smoke has brought me
back. Yet I feel for my brothers in the east
and wish we could share the wealth. Even
the snow bank in my yard could help.

So, with a winter that prevails 4,000 km
from a winter that fails all under the same political leader, it raises a question as to
how we should deal with a National product with so much diversity. With the
ongoing battle between mountains, climates, conditions and languages varying from
year to year between regions of our vast country, it is important we always work
together to build a strong product for the snowsports industry and share the CASI
UNICEF fund.

I am sure that our new NTC (see below) will cover the finer details of this season,
but I would like to mention the collaborative efforts that everybody has put in to the
start of this years season.

Again, we tried different options at Precourse as usual in search of the ultimate
formula, and although sleeping 5 or 6 examiners in an Australian rental unit (a
closet-sized room packed with bunks) was not so successful, the regional Precourses
with the addition of one in the Manitoba/Saskatchewan and central BC, were huge.

We should also note the dawn of a new age with the coming of a new TEC
comprising 3 new very talented members. Congratulations to Mike Bray from BC,
Jeremy Shield from Ontario and Glenn (Popey) Clarke from Alberta. Now we finally
have a talented freestyler, wise bearded guy and body guard on the TEC. There will
be no stopping the unruly creativity of our warped minds all masterminded by the
sexiest man in a skirt alive; Jeff Chandler, who is our new NTC, has been an
imperative addition to the workings and realizations of the TEC’s projects.

We are on to good things and our efforts always push forward in the same direction.
Remember that the TEC is here to Look, Listen and Learn about what our members
want so please be certain to share your thoughts with us.

Ride hard and always make a learning experience fun before anything else.
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CASI and
Foreign
Courses
by Jeff Chandler, National Technical
Coordinator

For over eleven years, CASI has trained
and certified snowboard instructors and
coaches in Canada. Thanks to the
professional and valuable product we
provide, our services have grown to be
recognized not only within Canada, but
internationally as well.

Starting in 2006, CASI will be administering and operating courses outside of
Canada. This development is the result of numerous requests from various operations
around the world, and CASI’s goal is to continue to offer a top-notch product.

It’s important to note that CASI will not be actively marketing and pursuing foreign
courses. However, CASI is prepared to administer a foreign course, provided that a
number of terms and conditions are met and adhered to.

by Mike Bray, BC TEC Representative

Well here we are, in the heart of the
season. Your mind is in full gear and
hopefully, has remembered all the tricks
and tips from your past. Lets face it, this
is the time of year when the wheels are
turning full speed and your brain hasn’t
yet turned to mush, the time of year when
you have lots of ideas and information is
flowing.

With this being said I would like to
introduce myself. I am a fellow member

by the name of Mike Bray and your newest BC TEC Representative, the guy that
wants you to share these ideas with. On behalf of our BC members, I would like to
thank Jeff Chandler for his time put in representing us. Jeff has become our National
TEC Director, which left his second year of regional representation open for re-
election. I would like to congratulate Jeff on his new position and also say that I am
really excited to represent the BC region for the remainder of the term.

I work at Mount Washington Alpine Resort (Vancouver Island) as the Technical
Director of Snowboarding. I love tech stuff and hearing ideas to make our sport
easier and more fun to learn. If you have any thoughts or ideas regarding TEC stuff
that you would like heard, pass them on to me so we can take them and process
them to help build and strengthen our courses and organization. All thoughts and
ideas will be discussed with the TEC committee. I am available via email @:
surfsinn@hotmail.com . If you wish to speak with me, send me an email and I
will contact you or forward you my further contact info.

Cheers to snow and lots of it!!!

If a foreign snow operation, or similar, wishes to offer a CASI course, they must:

• Provide CASI with the name of their organization and the name of their
Respective Association overseeing certification and training of snowboard
instructors (if applicable);

• Obtain permission / approval from their national association (responsible for
training and certifying snowboard instructors in their nation) for the Course and
provide CASI with a copy of the letter from, and contact information for, their
association giving such approval;

• Describe who the candidates are, their origin, their age and reason for wanting
to take a CASI Course;

• Explain how the candidates were recruited;
• Indicate the number of candidates (Class ratio: 7 - 1);
• Confirmation of the Course dates and location;
• Confirmation of the length of the type of CASI course requested and the duration;

In offering CASI courses to their clients, the foreign operator is responsible for:

• All the transportation costs of the Evaluators(s) to and from the point of
departure;

• All Evaluator(s) remuneration fees;
• All Evaluator(s) expenses (travel, hotel, food, etc.);
• The registration of all course candidates;
• Extending an invitation to the Respective Association to observe the course, if

requested;
• An administration fee, payable to CASI;
• Covering the costs of all shipping and handling of course materials used on the

course;
• Provide CASI with a list (by email or fax) of all candidates one week prior to the

start of the Course.

Evaluators for Foreign Courses:
In order to qualify to teach a foreign CASI course, each potential evaluator will be
required to submit a Foreign Course Availability form, which will be made available
on the CASI web site. As CASI’s internationally recognized level of certification is
Level 4, all evaluators teaching foreign courses will be required to hold a CASI Level
4 Instructor certification. Evaluators must hold a current passport. A list of potential
evaluators will be reviewed by the Technical and Educational Committee, with the
sole interest of providing a professional and high-quality course.

Evaluators teaching courses outside of Canada will be required to run the course in
either English or French (without the use of translators of any kind), and the
technical content of the course will not be altered in any way. Courses will be
staffed, administered and organized by CASI’s national staff. The intention of CASI’s
foreign operations is not to facilitate individual’s entrepreneurial advancement
around the world, but to provide our training and certification services to those who
wish to utilize them.

It is felt that the opportunity to run and conduct a course overseas is an extraordinary
benefit, to be offered to CASI’s evaluators. CASI’s goal is to provide as many of its
members with a foreign teaching experience by using as many evaluators for foreign
courses as possible each year.
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Adaptive Snowboarding
by Amanda Maxwell, VASS Program Co-ordinator

Striding out over the crisp snow, board tucked under
your arm and CASI certification burning a hole in your
psyche, you make your way over to your students
waiting by the lift queue. Wait, rewind…your
students are not on the snow yet. They cannot get to
the snow? What if they don’t even have their
equipment sorted? What if they aren’t even out of their
wheelchairs yet?…pardon? Welcome to the world of
adaptive snowboarding – prepare to shed your
preconceptions.

While snowboarding as a sport has been evolving over
the last forty years or so, the adaptive side of things is
relatively new. Pioneers like Lucas Grossi, Cliff Cabral
and Kelly Nadeau have been challenging the able-
bodied world for only the last decade and disabled
skiing programs are in the majority. However, here in
the Lower Mainland of British Columbia a relatively
new program within Vancouver Adaptive Snow Sports
(VASS) is correcting this imbalance.

VASS has been running an adaptive snowboarding
program, with the support of Mount Seymour, for over
eight years. The program has grown rapidly in recent
years, mainly by word of mouth among both students

and volunteers. Last year it ran with a record breaking
21 students and 39 volunteers, making it one of the
largest regular programs in North America. Like a lot
of disabled sports programs this one is fuelled 100%
by volunteer power.

So just what does it take to
become a VASS volunteer?
1. Time and enthusiasm
Instructors possess either CASI Level 1 certification or
are introduced to the teaching methodology in a six
hour pre-season session on snow. A full weekend
training for the Canadian Association for Disabled
Skiing (CADS) Level I qualification follows, to
familiarise volunteers with adaptive equipment,
disability issues and teaching techniques. Currently
this is delivered by two CASI Level 1/CADS Level II
adaptive snowboarding instructors who “translate” for
the adaptive ski instructors.

2. Humility and Patience
Instructors work individually with each student,
adapting CASI teaching methods to fit. This approach
works well but is also labour intensive since most
students require at least two instructors, initially to
deal with the inevitable falls. Most VASS students are
school age but still relish independence. It takes a lot
of tact to persuade a student they really should let you
haul them up a few times to conserve energy and
complete the lesson. Oh – and most of our teaching
takes place with instructors on foot, not on a board.

3. Flexible Brain Cells
The snowboard program, being relatively new, mainly
uses adaptive ski equipment. Though not specifically
designed to deal with snowboarding style and
requirements, our students inspire a lot of lateral
thinking and problem solving in this game.

Many of our students need support on snow. At its
simplest this is provided by instructors. Smaller
students can be supported between two instructors
using a long stout pole. Outriggers (crutches adapted
with retractable ski tips at the bottom of each pole so
they can glide over the snow when riding or retract for
use on the flat) are also useful. Body weight supported
on the two outriggers allows the board to float over the
snow. As students progress, putting more weight on
their feet, outriggers can be used for turn initiation and
dragged to slow a rider.

The ingenious VASS “Spider” was designed exclusively
for the adaptive snowboard program. The student is

suspended within its supportive frame and the whole
construction “floats” on legs over the snow, spaced so
they do not interfere with the smooth running and
direction of the board. Students who have tried “The
Spider” enjoy the freedom it brings their riding.

You can’t beat instructing on foot for control and
communication, though I have seen an instructor
“waltz” his visually impaired student down a run, arm
in arm and both on boards! Deaf and visually impaired
students benefit from close contact during the lesson.
Although sign language is effective at a distance,
drawing on the snow is appreciated better at close
quarters. Radios and headsets are useful to deal with
visual impairment.

Not everyone is comfortable with close contact. Some
would rather hang on to equipment than another
person. The long pole is useful for this, as is the U-
shaped pole (an awesome construction of plastic
drainpipe). The student is “harnessed” at the bottom
of the U while the instructor maintains control with the
two arms. This is a great control aid for the active and
impetuous. Tethering from a belt around the student’s
waist to the instructor also works.

The Board Buddy, a windsurfer boom suspended
around the student’s waist by a harness, gives the
instructor handles with which to guide and control. As
with a lot of adaptive equipment, this piece was
originally designed for a specific student (in this case
by a snowboarder for his visually impaired wife).

Adaptive Snowboarding

CASI 1/CADS II instructors, Curt Lewchuk and
John Foord (modelling the Our Two Board
Buddy)

Outriggers in use. Note the counter-rotation in
the upper body.
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4. Adaptability (or a willingness to throw out
the book)

Students come to the VASS program with a wide range
of mobility issues. These must be addressed in order
for the equipment to function optimally. Ankle or leg
braces have to be accommodated in boot fitting and
can alter limb flexion. Flexing at the ankle may just
not happen so the instructor needs to appreciate that
movement will come from the knee and above.
Although we haven’t used them, wedges to raise the
heel or toe can be a useful addition to improve stance,
balance and manoeuvrability.

Outriggers alter body stance, tending to drag the arms
behind the body while riding and over-emphasising
positional changes. We have found it useful to use a
more directional or race stance on the board to
counteract the twisting that outriggers induce.
Gradually stance can be rotated to a more open
position as the student progresses.

Lower limb (below the knee) amputees ride wearing
their prosthesis for safety. A prosthetic limb doesn’t
function in the same way a regular one does. This
affects, but does not prevent, riding. Again individual
evaluation determines which leg goes to the front of
the board though riding switch is an interesting part of
the lesson strategy.

Tailoring the lesson to the individual student is
important, hence the lack of group lessons. For
example, students with high functioning autism indeed

prefer not to learn in a group, finding other students
and instructors tiresomely slow. Students with cerebral
palsy involving muscle spasms may tire more easily.
Even our near traditional last evening race night is
optional, though we do encourage cheerleading as a
form of participation.

5. Common Sense and Foresight
... and finally helmets – mandatory for all students as
we don’t want any acquired head injures arising from
the program. Instructors are encouraged to wear them
too (as a good example, and not rejoin the program as
a student).

Gerry Philbrick and his invention, The Spider.
Floats at the bottom of each leg allow The
Spider to glide

Two volunteers in training demonstrate use of
the U shaped pole.

What’s New For 2006?
Well hopefully now that you’ve read this article, you!
Go on, get out there and get CADS certified! It may
add a few cents to your pay pack, it’ll add some
brownie points to your karma tally and who knows,
with interest in adaptive snowboarding increasing with
the Turin Winter Olympics 2006 and then for
Vancouver 2010 – you might just be setting a future
champion on their way.

Useful Links
Canadian Association for Disabled Skiing
www.disabledskiing.ca

Vancouver Adaptive Snow Sports
www.vass.ca

Lucas Grossi’s homepage
www.original-gimp.com

Cliff Cabral’s homepage
www.geocities.com/adaptiveshredder

Mount Hood Adaptive snowboard camp video
www.snowboard.mountainzone.com/html/
broadband.html

With grateful acknowledgements to John Foord for
constructive criticism, and Curt Lewchuk, the premier
adaptive snowboard program coordinator, for
inspiration.

Amanda Maxwell has been a volunteer instructor with
the VASS Adaptive Snowboard program since January
2002 and a program coordinator since 2004. She
holds CASI Level I Snowboard Instructor, CASI Level I
Race Coach and CADS Level I certification, and will try
to make it to CADS Level II this season. She can be
contacted through snowboard@vass.ca.Student supported between two instructors using the long pole.
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The Alpine Responsibility Code
So what does the “Code” mean if you have a
class or team with you?
It’s even more important that you know the Code because chances are your students
or team members don’t! It’s also your responsibility, under the “Duty of Care”, to
ensure that everyone in your charge obeys the Code; not just to obey it, but more
importantly, so they don’t get injured or worse, cause an injury as a result of not
obeying one of the points in the Code.

The students and athletes in your care are also expecting you to make all the
decisions while you’re in charge and keep them safe and out of harms way.

To give you a better understanding of what we mean, let’s look at each point with
respect to you as an Instructor or Coach managing a class or team.

1. Always stay in control. You must be able to stop, or avoid other
people or objects.

When you are in charge of a group, it is your responsibility to ensure that the group
rides in control. This also means responsibly and not in a “herd”. Having a whole
group start out all at once down the slope is quite unnerving to the general skiers/
snowboarder on the slopes. Spread yourselves out by staggering you accent. Also,
don’t assign a task to your students that will cause them to ride out of control and
be unable to stop. Make sure you assign tasks that are well within their riding
ability!

2. People ahead of you have the right-of-way. It’s your responsibility
to avoid them.

When riding as a group, or when you assign a task, make sure that you continually
remind your students or athletes to look out for the other guys and be very careful
when overtaking other skiers and snowboarders on the hill. To be safe, wait till the
hill is clear before proceeding with a drill or exercise.

3. Do not stop where you obstruct a trail or are not visible from above.
This is even more important if you have a group. A location on a hill may be OK for
one rider but when you get five or six riders sitting around at that location they
could become a hazard to others. Most times we, as snowboarders, don’t like lining
up at the side of the hill in a straight line but sometimes it’s necessary on narrow
trails or congested areas. Whenever possible, try to locate you group in a area that
is out of the way of the main traffic which also makes it a better spot to stop and
present your next part of the session anyway.

4. Before starting downhill or merging onto a trail, look uphill and
yield to others.

You are responsible for your group and when they are to start off. Make sure you
continually remind your students or athletes to look out for oncoming traffic or wait
till the hill is clear before proceeding with a drill or exercise down the slope.

5. If you are involved in or witness a collision or accident, you must
remain at the scene and identify yourself to the Ski Patrol.

If you’re involved or witness an accident and you have a group of experienced riders,
send one of them down to the nearest lift to tell the lift attendants what has
happened so they can arrange for a patroller to come and assist the injured party.
Do not move the victim. Try to organize the accident scene and make sure that no
other harm comes to the victim by directing traffic or keeping the victim warm, etc.
Once the patrol arrives, give them your name then go and reclaim your class or team

The Alpine Responsibility Code
and continue on with the session. Remember, when you’re wearing the resort’s
snow school uniform people will look up to you for assistance and it is your
responsibility to give assistance when and wherever possible.

6. Always use proper devices to help prevent runaway equipment.
Make sure everyone in you group has a safety leash before starting out. There is
nothing more embarrassing than to find out when you arrive at a lift line that one of
your students or athletes is turned away because they aren’t using a safety leash. As
an Instructor keep an extra safety leash in your pocket just for such occasions. As
safety leashes are not mandatory in all provinces, make sure you are aware of the
local rules. Ignorance is no excuse!

7. Observe and obey all posted signs and warnings.
As an Instructor or Coach you are expected to lead by example. And as an employee
of the resort that example is to be a good example, and not one who breaks the
rules. Remember when your students or athletes are not with you they are most
likely to follow your example and that better not be one of breaking the rules.

8. Keep off closed trails and closed areas.
Same as the previous point, however, disregarding closure signs could have serious
consequences or even the loss of life. Any Instructor or Coach caught taking his/her
class or athletes out of bounds or on closed trails or areas should be immediately
suspended.

9. You must not use lifts or terrain if your ability is impaired through
use of alcohol or drugs.

I think that this should go without saying but still some Instructors and students
arrive with a hangover. Your students or athletes are relying on you to make the
right decisions and being the slightest bit impaired could jeopardise their well-
being. You would be hard-pressed to find a sympathetic Judge or insurance company
to support you, if your use of alcohol or drugs was found to be the cause of an injury
or worse a death!

10.You must have sufficient physical dexterity, ability and knowledge to
safely load, ride and unload lifts. If in doubt, ask the lift attendant.

Make sure you do a good assessment of your group’s physical ability before going
up the mountain especially at larger resorts where you could find yourself a fair
distance away from the next lift. Make sure that wherever you go on the mountain
that your class and athletes can physically handle the conditions to get back safely.

In addition to the Code, there are elements of risk that common sense and personal
awareness can help reduce. Regardless of how you decide to use the slopes, always
show courtesy to others, not only to your students or athletes, but also for the skiing
and boarding public around you. Please adhere to the Code and share the
responsibility for a safe outdoor experience with your students and athletes.

Note to CASI Evaluators:
All the above is even more important if you’re working as a CASI Evaluator on one of
our many courses. Not only do you represent CASI but also the whole industry and
the resort that you’re working at. Failure to obey the Code while working on a
course in which you cause an injury could not only cause a suspension of your
Evaluation status, but could cause a review of your membership within this
organization.

Remember, obey the Code and ride safely!
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Equipment Deserves A Bit More Attention
By Kurt Merriman

As snowboard instructors, and more importantly as people who love to snowboard,
we have a responsibility to give our students every possible chance to improve. CASI
has the best snowboard instruction program in the world, but being a good instructor
takes more than just following the manual. We need to remember that we are not
just teaching the technical aspects of snowboarding, we are trying to help people
become better snowboarders. In order to do that we have to do our best to ensure
our students have everything they need to improve. The following are four common
equipment related problems that I lose sleep over.

Tight Boots = Tight Riding
Anyone who has taught snowboarding has seen people come out of the rental shop
with boots so loose the person could pull their foot right out. We can’t expect that
all new riders will know that they need tightly laced boots. Imagine trying to ride
with your own boots barely tied up, now think about trying sideslip for the first time
with loose boots. You can be an amazing instructor, have great explanations, great
demos, great feedback, and you’re student will probably still have a hard time if
their boots are loose. Before you start your next lesson, at any level, make sure your
class has their boots tied up nice and tight.

Antique Equipment is for Ebay
Here’s the scene, your waiting for a lesson and a guy struts over with Sorel boots,
baseless bindings and a Noah Salasnek pro model (you know the one with the skate
trucks on the base, I loved that board). We all know this guy, he thought he would
save some cash and borrow old equipment from a friend. Little does he know,
boards, boots and bindings have come a long way in recent years. Sure people can
learn on crap but it’s a lot easier on a new setup. Rental shops carry nice soft, short
boards that are designed for first timers. If you just laugh, teach the lesson, then
make fun of this guy later with your buddies in the ski school building you are not
being fair. This guy doesn’t know any better, you have a responsibility to tell him
that he’s going to have a lot more fun if he puts the antiques back in the car and
rents a setup for the day. If he decides to give it a go on the crap he brought (no
offence Noah) that’s his business, but at least you tried.

Wax Is Your Friend, Even If You’re Not Hairy
Keeping your edges sharp and board waxed can really help your riding, some people
buy a board and never tune it, it isn’t their fault if the shop never told it had to be
tuned. Most rental shops will keep their boards in relatively good shape, and most
advanced riders know the benefits of a nicely tuned board. It’s the intermediate
riders I worry about most. Next time you have a lesson where the riders have their
own equipment, don’t assume anything, find out if they know that bases dry out and
need to be waxed, and that edges dull and need to be sharpened. If you don’t know
much about tuning, find out. You should be a fountain of snowboard information,
there is probably an instructor at your resort that’s obsessed with tuning and would
love to talk waxes and files. A great place to learn about tuning is in a snowboard
shop, the techs in most shops spend so much time tuning they are happy to get out
of the back shop and talk tuning with you. You don’t have to know how to tune a
board, you just have to know why boards need to be tuned.

Equipment Deserves A Bit More Attention

If Forward Lean Was a Girl, I Would Be Dating
Her
The high backs on snowboard bindings can be adjusted forward so that they contact
your calf. Many riders just leave the high backs on their bindings straight up
because it’s comfortable in the lift line. Riding in an athletic stance involves bent
knees, if your high back is forward against your calf you get instant heel side
response. Riders who don’t use enough forward lean often have much longer heel
side turns than toe side turns. Getting your students to increase their forward lean is
a quick and easy way to help them with their riding.

The most important thing is that your students have a great time riding, if there’s
any way you can help them have more fun by suggesting changes to their
equipment, you have to try. A lot of riders are reluctant to make changes to their
equipment, so you have to understand, and be able to explain why having tight
boots, good equipment, a tuned board, and more forward lean improves riding.

If you can’t find a fellow instructor or shop rat to answer your equipment or tuning
questions feel free to email this shop rat at kurt_ice27@hotmail.com and I’ll do
my best to answer.

My two buddies Scott Chilvers and Jason Webb and I finished school in
April, worked as much as we could over the summer, and now we’re
backpacking in South America until we run out of cash. In December we
travelled to a small town in southern Peru called Huacachina. It was
amazing, you can see the town in the background of the picture. It has a
lagoon in center, and its surrounded by huge sand dunes. We hired a
dune buggy driver who was a sandboarder to take us to better dunes
outside town, there are a lot of crap boards for rent in town, but you can
find good boards if you look around (and get lots of wax). If you want to
know what its like, just think riding really fast in slush, definitely do it if
you get the chance. If you do get a chance to go, hike up to the town water
tank, the locals build a jump there.
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Mont Ste-Anne, QC
March 31 - April 7

Sunshine Village,  AB
April 28 – May 5

Course Fri Sat Sun Mon Tue Wed Thurs Fri

Level 1 Instructor* x x x

Level 2 Instructor x x x x

Level 3 Instructor x x x x x

Level 4 Instructor x x x x x x x

Basic Coach - Freestyle* x x x

Basic Coach - Race/SBX* x x x

Ride Improvement Sessions* x x x x x

Super Course Accommodations

All the top Evaluators and TEC Members will be working on these
courses. You’ll also have an opportunity to sit in on TEC Forums and give them

your comments directly.

So, if you’re thinking of taking a CASI course this year or looking at taking a riding vacation, why
not do both? Maybe you’re just interested in improving your riding skills and want to ride with other

serious CASI Members without the pressure of having to take a course or exams. Then come out and just
free-ride with us during the course.

So what’s your excuse? Sign up, come on out, and we’ll see you in the spring.

Check out our website at: www.casi-acms.com under “What’s New” for up-to-date information on rates and
accommodations etc.

CASI Super Course Agenda

Sunshine Village
Sunshine Village Resort

1  877 542-2633 Ext. 5 for Group Sales

Mont Ste-Anne
Chalets Montmorency

1  800 463-2612

* Contact the Regional Coordinator for registration on Level 1 courses and Ride Improvement Sessions.

When you call, start off by stating that you’re with CASI.
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CASI Accessory Program

Items: Unit Price Quantity Amounts

CASI Videos/DVD:
Combo Video (specify VHS or DVD) $49.95 _____ $__________

CASI Avalanche Information:
Beating the Odds (video) 29.95 _____ __________
Free Riding in Avalanche Terrain (book) 7.95 _____ __________

Replacement Pins: Level I ❏   2 ❏   3 ❏ 6.00 _____   __________

Replacement Crests: CASI ❏ 3.00 _____   __________

Freestyle Coach: Level I ❏   2 ❏   3 ❏ 3.00 _____   __________

Race Coach: Level I ❏   2 ❏   3 ❏ 3.00 _____   __________

CASI T-Shirts:

Black Short Sleeve S ❏ M ❏ L ❏ XL ❏ XXL ❏ 14.95 _____ __________

Grey Short Sleeve L ❏ XL ❏ 14.95 _____ __________

Grey Long Sleeve M ❏ L ❏ 19.95 _____ __________

CASI “Dryfit” Shirts:

                  L ❏  XL ❏ 49.95 _____ __________

CASI Gloves:

S ❏  M ❏  L ❏  XL ❏  XXL ❏ 59.95 _____ __________

CASI Ball Caps & Toques:
Low Profile (open back) 14.95 _____ __________

Pro Style (full back)  -  S/M ❏ L/XL ❏ 19.95 _____ __________

CASI Pewter Belt Buckle: 14.95 _____   __________

10th Anniversary Items: (while they last)

Black T-Shirt S ❏ M ❏ L ❏ XL ❏ XXL ❏ 9.95 _____ __________

Black Hoodie S ❏ M ❏ L ❏ XL ❏ XXL ❏ 39.95 _____ __________
Black Toque 9.95 _____ __________

Plus Shipping and Handling                    6.00

Sub total $__________

HST: 15% (NS, NB, NF only) __________

GST: 7% (except NS, NB, NF) __________

Sub total $__________

QST: 7.5% (QC orders only) __________

Total $__________

CASI Videos

CASI
T-Shirts

Order Form
Name: _____________________________ Membership #: ___________________

Address: _____________________________ Level 1 ❏    2 ❏    3 ❏    4 ❏

City: _____________________________ Province:_____  Postal Code: _________

Telephone: _____________________________ Fax: __________________________

Email: _____________________________

GST# 898363577

QST# 1018511521

CASI Accessory Program

CASI Ball Caps

CASI Instructor &
Coaching Pins

& Crests

Black CASI
Hoodie

Low Profile - (open back)

Pro Style - (full back)

CASI Gloves
by Auclair

CASI Toque

CASI “Dryfit” Shirts

CASI Belt Buckle

Mail with certified cheque,
money order or credit card number to:

CASI
4900 Jean-Talon West, Suite 220

Montreal, Quebec  HP4 1W9
or Fax: 1-800-811-6427

My certified cheque/money order is enclosed  ❏
Charge my VISA  ❏ MASTERCARD  ❏
Expiry Date: ______________________

Account #: ______________________

Cardholder: ______________________
please print cardholder’s name
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Stay Informed
CASI would like to send you information on a more timely basis and the

best way to do this is by email. Therefore, CASI needs to have your
current email address.

Please email us at: info@casi-acms.com and ask us to update your
records, or go to your member profile on our website and update your

personal page and we’ll update all of your contact info.

Stay Informed
If you would like to help CASI save money, send us an email stating
that you don’t need to have Boarder Line mailed out because you
prefer to retrieve it from our website. We’ll flag your record and no
further Boarder Lines will be sent. This alone could (if everyone
participated) save us over $35,000.00 a year, not to mention the
environment and alot of trees.

Email us at: info@casi-acms.com

On-line
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Industry Section for Snow School Directors, General
Managers, Area Owners/OperatorsIndustry Section

RIP Program
Check our website for more details.

PDP ProgramScholarship Program
Don’t forget you only have until February 15th to apply for a Scholarship grant this
year.

To be eligible to receive a $200.00 scholarship, candidates must:
• Be a member in good standing (active member with dues payments up to date)
• Be a Canadian Citizen
• Submit a written request to the Executive Director which includes:

1. A letter of support from the Snow School Director or Head Coach

2. A letter outlining his/her dedication and commitment to snowboard teaching
or coaching as well as indicating why he/she feels they qualify for the
program. Please be sure to include the following:
- Member Number;
- Snow School affiliation and position;
- Full or Part-Time status;
- All Certifications including; Instructor, Coaching, Evaluator status;
- Other certifications including Avalanche, First Aid, NCCP etc.;
- Course you are applying for.

Please note that priority will be given to those Instructors and Coaches who are
working full time (seasonal).

Kindly forward the Scholarship applications to:

CASI Scholarship Fund
c/o Executive Director
60 Canning Cres.
Cambridge, ON N1T 1X2
Fax: (519) 624-6594
Email: info@casi-acms.com

Scholarship Program
The goal of the Professional Development Program (PDP) is to update as many of
our members as possible each year with what’s new in CASI, and our teaching and
riding techniques.

However, we are still having problems with some resorts understanding CASI’s PDP
Program. Therefore we would like to review once again how CASI’s PDP program or
sessions are organized.

This can be done three (3) ways:

1. Instructor training at the resorts: By taking the regular instructor training
sessions at the resorts, members can now receive credit from CASI for their
update. All CASI Evaluators who attend their regional Precourse are qualified to
provide PDP Sessions. Upon returning to their respective snow schools, they
would simply impart this information to their fellow staff members during their
regular morning training sessions. Once the prescribed information has been
covered, the Evaluators would then send a list of all their CASI staff members
including their member number to National and we’ll update their membership
records accordingly.

2. Nationally-scheduled PDP session: For members who don’t belong to a snow
school but would still like to get updated, they can register through our National
office for one of the PDP Sessions listed in their region on our website, or in
Boarder Line. There is no cost to our members for taking a session but if they
don’t show up, they won’t be given another opportunity that year, and there
won’t be any “add-on” sessions.

3. Private PDP Sessions: Those snow schools that don’t have a CASI Evaluator
working for them, can hire a current Evaluator for $250.00 a day ($150.00 for
half day or evening session) to give a PDP Session at their resort. The $250.00
would cover their wages and expenses for the day. The Snow School is
responsible for paying this amount directly to the Evaluator. CASI will provide
the resorts with a list of all current Evaluators in their region. The Evaluator will
then send a list of attendees to National so the members would have their
records updated.

For those resorts that don’t have CASI Evaluators on staff, this may encourage
you to hire one for your instructor training so both your staff and customers will
benefit.

If a resort is not interested in hiring a current CASI Evaluator to come in and give a
private session, you should encourage your staff to attend one of our Nationally-
scheduled PDP sessions offered in their region at no cost.

Please do not call the CASI office and ask for a PDP Session for your resort.
CASI no longer offers resort-by-resort PDPs. You can however, call to get a
name of an available Evaluator who you can then hire to update your staff.

PDP Program
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From Playground to Podium
by Christian Hrab, CSF’s Sport Development Manager

As our fearless leader mentioned in the last Boarder Line, our snowboard system is a
big wheel that turns very slowly. In my view, this system is like a Swiss watch with
many wheels and cogs interlocked with each other. Only when all cogs are built that
we know the exact time.

Here is a breakdown of a few wheels within the CSF that push our sport forward in
the athlete centered, coach driven and administration, sport science, and sponsor
supported system.

Athletes Development
LTAD: Long Term Athlete Development
The LTAD (Long Term Athlete Development) proposes a building block approach to
building athletes from Playground to Podium. Our snowboard LTAD has 7 stages
(visible on the new CSF website wwww.csf.ca) outlining the performance factors of
an athlete The first draft should be completed for the planned workshops meetings
around our Nationals, March 29 to April 2nd, au Mt-Avila dans la belle province.

RBC Riders: Royal Bank of Canada Riders
RBC Riders is the CSF’s skill development series targeting the windows of
trainability in children. The event is formatted for participants from 8 to 14 years of
age based on the “Learn to Ride” stage 3 of the CSF’s LTAD. The entry level
competitor will compete in a timed event featuring a minimum of 5 GS type turns,
4 airs, 4 rollers, 2 rails and 2 limbo sections over 250m long. Check with your
Provincial snowboard association for dates and location.

You can download the 2005-2006 operations handbook from the CSF website in
the sport development section.

Coach Education
Precourse
I was pleasantly surprised by the interaction between Freestyle and Race (Alpine &
SBX) coaches during the pre-course this season. After all, basic coaches work with
athletes who are beginning their competitive adventure and all skills; all disciplines
need to be trained. This is the LTAD stage 3: Learn to Ride.

I have noticed that one-day is not enough to bring updates and train learning
facilitators.

Comp Intro Super Course
The Canadian Snowboard Competency Program outline and evaluation strategies are
completed, but we are still at various stages of the curriculum design for the courses
with the freestyle side advancing a lot quicker than the Racers (figuratively
speaking of course!). As the current East coast Supercourse dates currently over lap
Bob Jonca’s 2010 coach and athlete development camp and the Western super
course is scheduled on a hill with no half pipe, all dates and locations will change.
Please expect new dates and Locations of these courses on the CASI site by early
March.

From Playground to Podium
Comp Dev Mega course
The first Comp Dev Feestyle and Race/ SBX course (filling in the Level 3 void from
past years) is scheduled for April 24 to 28 in Whistler, BC. You can register for this
5-day course directly with me at sportdev@csf.ca. Cost is the same as any CASI 5
day course ($500.00 + Tx) and the riding standards are the same as for the comp
intro since we are training coaches, not athletes.

Canada Winter games in February 2007
The Canada Winter games certification standards is: “Comp Dev trained = on snow
course + NCCP level 3” in your discipline. Full certification standards are available
on the CSF website under the sport development section.

Podium
The 2006 Olympic snowboard rumble is scheduled for:

• February 12-13: Men and women’s HP

• February 16-17: Men and women’s SBX

• February 22-23: Men and women’s PGS

My picks for Canada are 2 Gold’s and 1 silver, all in SBX: Drew Neilson and
Dominique Maltais for 1st and Francois Boivin or Maelle Ricker for the Silver or
bronze.

The Good old U.S. of A will share the men’s Podium with 3rd Place Markku Koski of
Finland and Dorianne Vidal of France for 2nd place on the women’s side.

I expect to see the French team place Mathieu Bozzetto and Julie Pomagalski the
PGS podium surrounded by Swiss technology.

Enjoy the show!
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Basic Coach, Freestyle - (3 days) $295.00

Registration
Location Dates Deadline

CANADIAN SNOWBOARD COACHING PROGRAM SCHEDULE 2005 - 2006

Registration
Location Dates Deadline

Basic Coach, Race/SBX - (3 days) $295.00
Table Mountain, SK Feb 24-26 Feb 06
Mansfield Ski Club Mar 10-12 Feb 24
Glen Eden Mar 18-20 Mar 04
Fernie Mar-21 - Mar-23 Mar-01
Lake Louise Mar 27-29 Mar 20
Mt Ste-Anne (Supercourse*) Mar 31-Apr 2 Mar 24
Sunshine Village, AB (Supercourse) Apr 28-30 Apr 10

*Bilingual

Note: Please contact your CASI Regional Coordinator for course dates and locations
in the Atlantic Region.

Comp Intro - Race/SBX - (5 days) $495.00
Course dates and locations for all Comp Intro courses are still to be determined by the
Canadian Snowboard Federation (CSF).  Please check the CASI website : www.casi-acms.com
for updated information.

REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS

Basic Coaching Courses
For any Basic Coaching course, complete the enrollment form on page 23 and mail,
with certified certified certified certified certified cheque, money order or credit card number to your Regional
Coordinator.

Comp Intro Coaching Courses
For any Comp Intro Coaching course, complete the enrollment form on page 23 and
mail, with certified certified certified certified certified cheque, money order or credit card number to the National Office.

Mt. Washington Feb 02-04 Jan 27
Table Mountain, SK Feb 10-12 Jan 23
Ski Camp Fortune* Feb 10-12 Feb 03
Mont Avlia* Feb 17-19 Feb 10
Blackcomb Feb 20-22 Feb 01
Craigleith Ski Club Mar 03-05 Feb 17
Beaver Valley Mar 03-05 Feb 17
Alpine Mar 10-12 Feb 24
Canada Olympic Park Mar 10-12 Mar 03
Glen Eden Mar 10-12 Feb 24
Mont Tremblant* Mar 10-12 Feb 17
Fernie Mar 14-16 Feb 25
Stoneham Mar 17-19 Mar 10
Blackcomb Mar 20-22 Feb 27
Canada Olympic Park Mar 21-23 Mar 14
Lake Louise Mar 27-29 Mar 20
Mt Ste-Anne (Supercourse*) Mar 31-Apr 2 Apr 09
Blackcomb Apr 03-05 Mar 13
Mont Ste-Anne Apr 11-13 Apr 01
Sunshine Village, AB (Supercourse) Apr 28-30 Apr 10
Blackcomb May 19-21 Apr 28

*Bilingual

Note: Please contact your CASI Regional Coordinator for course dates and locations
in the Atlantic Region.

Comp Intro - Freestyle - (5 days) $495.00
Course dates and locations for all Comp Intro courses are still to be determined by the
Canadian Snowboard Federation (CSF).  Please check the CASI website : www.casi-acms.com
for updated information.

Lift tickets are not included in course fees
NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: All applications must be received in our offices in Montreal on or before the deadline
date. Applications received after the deadline will not be guaranteed a spot on the course.
No applications will be accepted at the course.

Helmets are mandatory on all
coaching courses.
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Atlantic
Marble Mountain Feb 20-23 Jan 30
Wenworth, NS Feb 20-23 Jan 30
Martock, NS Mar 06-09 Feb 13

Québec
Stoneham Mar 06-09 Feb 13
Bromont Mar 14-17 Feb 21
Tremblant* Mar 20-23 Feb 27
Mont Ste-Anne (Super Course) Apr 04-07 Mar 14
* Bilingual courses. All other courses in Québec are given in French.

Ontario
Blue Mountain Feb 27-Mar 02 Feb 06
Mansfield Mar 08-11 Feb 15
Caledon Mar 16-19 Feb 23
Mt. St. Louis Mar 20-23 Feb 27

Man/Sask
Asessippi, MB Mar 13-16 Feb 20

Alberta
Sunshine Village Feb 13-16 Jan 23
Lake Louise Mar 21-24 Feb 28
Sunshine Village Apr 10-13 Mar 20
Sunshine Village (Super Course) May 02-05 Apr 11

B.C.
Blackcomb Feb 20-23 Jan 30
Kicking Horse Feb 24-27 Feb 03
Blackcomb Mar 06-09 Feb 13
Silver Star Mar 06-09 Feb 13
Seymour Mar 13-16 Feb 20
Red Mountain Mar 14-17 Feb 21
Blackcomb Mar 20-23 Feb 27
Cypress Mar 20-23 Feb 27
Kicking Horse Mar 21-24 Feb 28
Mount Baldy Mar 23-26 Mar 02
Sun Peaks Mar 27-30 Mar 06
Fernie Mar 28-31 Mar 07
Whistler Apr 03-06 Mar 13
Big White Apr 06-09 Mar 16
Fernie Apr 11-14 Mar 21

  Level 2 - (4 days) $395.00

Registration
Location Dates Deadline

 For Level1 Instructor course dates and locations contact your Regional Coordinator or visit our web site: www.casi-acms.com
CASI SCHEDULE 2005 - 2006

Registration
Location Dates Deadline

Helmets are mandatory on all CASI courses, except
Level 1 where they are strongly recommended.

Level 3 - (5 days) $495.00
Wenworth, NS Feb 20-24 Jan 30
Blackcomb, BC Feb 27-Mar 03 Feb 06
Big White, BC Mar 06-10 Feb 13
Osler Bluff, ON Mar 08-12 Feb 15
Fernie, BC Mar 20-24 Feb 27
Stoneham, QC Mar 20-24 Feb 27
Silver Star, BC Mar 27-31 Mar 06
Mont Ste-Anne, QC (Super Course) Apr 03-07 Mar 13
Lake Louise, AB Apr 03-07 Mar 13
Sunshine Village, AB Apr 17-21 Mar 27
Sunshine Village, AB (Super Course) May 01-05 Apr 10

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: All Level 3 Courses in Quebec are given in both French and English.

Level 4, Full Course - (7 days) $695.00
Mont Ste-Anne, QC (Super Course) Apr 01-07 Mar 17
Sunshine Village, AB (Super Course) Apr 29-May 05 Apr 11

NoteNoteNoteNoteNote: All Level 4 Courses in Quebec are given in both French and English.

Level 4, Course Only - (4 days) $395.00
Mont Ste-Anne, QC (Super Course) Apr 01-04 Mar 17
Sunshine Village, AB (Super Course) Apr 29-May 02 Apr 08

Level 4, Exams Only - (3 days) $295.00
Mont Ste-Anne, QC (Super Course)  Apr 05-07 Mar 15
Sunshine Village, AB(Super Course)  May 03-05 Apr 12

Job Opportunities
If you are looking for a job as a Snowboard Instructor or Coach
check out our website at:

www.casi-acms.com

Job Opportunities
Here you’ll find a complete listing of available job postings in the "Jobs"
section, and a listing of all the snow schools with all the pertinent contact
information in the “Snow School Directory” section.
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CASI ENROLLMENT FORM 2005 - 2006

      My certified cheque/money order is enclosed
Charge my: VISA MASTERCARD

Expiry Date: ____/_____

Account #: |__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|__|

Cardholder: _____________________________________
please print cardholder’s name

Name: _______________________________________________
surname first middle

Date of birth:  ______________________
day month year Male Female

Address: ______________________________________________

City: ________________________________________________

Province: ______ Postal code: ________ Country: ______________

Tel. Res: (____) ______________ Bus: (____) _______________

Fax: (____) _________________ Membership #: ______________

Email:_____________________________________________

If you took a course last season and were unsuccessful in either the riding or teaching,
please indicate which one you need to take over again this year, and also the location
and date of the original course. The cost of a re-evaluation is $75.00 + GST.

Teaching evaluation Riding evaluation

Original Course: _________________________________________
location date

If you are applying for the Level 3, 4, or Precourse which are given in both English and
French, which would you prefer?

English French

Refunds must be requested in writing.  For late cancellations, the following charges may be
made to the fee: within 2 weeks of the start of the course - 15%; within 3 days - 30%;
no-show on course  -  50%.

Course:____________________________________________

Location:___________________________________________

Dates:____________________________________________
from to

ASSUMPTION OF RISK, RELEASE OF LIABILITY AND WAIVER
I acknowledge and accept that participation in Canadian Association of Snowboard
Instructors (hereinafter called “CASI”) courses involves certain inherent risks,
dangers and hazards. In consideration of the Canadian Association of Snowboard
Instructors (hereinafter called “CASI”) accepting this application, I,
___________________________________ hereby for myself, my heirs,
executors, administrators and assigns release and forever discharge CASI, its respective
servants, agents or employees from any and all claims, demands, actions or causes of
action, arising out of or in consequence of any loss, injury or damage to my person or
property incurred while attending at or participating in an Instructors’ course,
notwithstanding any such loss, injury or damage may have arisen by reason of the
negligence of CASI, its servants, agents or employees.  Without limiting the generality of
the foregoing, I further release any and all recourse which I now or hereafter may have
resulting from any and all decisions by CASI respecting my performance on the course.
I hereby acknowledge and declare that I have read, understand and accept the
terms and conditions above outlined.

Date: ________________ Signature: _______________________

Level 2 candidates must be 18 years of age or older on the first day of the course.

CASI
4900 Jean-Talon West, Suite 220

Montreal, QC  H4P 1W9
Tel.: (514) 748-2648, Fax.: (514) 748-2476

Tel.:  1 800 811-6428, Fax.:  1 800 811-6427
or register on-line:  www.casi-acms.com

Complete and mail with certified cheque, money order or credit card number to:

IMPORTANT

Lift tickets are not included in course fees
Note: All applications must be received in our offices in Montreal on or before the
deadline date. Applications received after the deadline will not be guaranteed a spot
on the course. No applications will be accepted at the course.

Course Fee: $_________________

HST:  15% (NS, NB, NF only) $_________________

GST:  7%  (except NS, NB, NF) $_________________

QST:  7.5% (QC only) $_________________

Total: $$$$$_________________

Please visit your member profile to retrieve your course confirmation!
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Winners,
 Winners,

  Winners …

The winners of the early registration draw in October
for free CASI Memberships were:

Michel Leclerc, QC

Nathalie Proulx, QC

Nicholas Kohner, QC

Amiel Blajchman, ON

Bradley Gardiner, ON

Jackie Peterson, SK

Stephanie Grassi, AB

Richard Williams, AB

Teppei Nakajima, BC

Reasha Wolfe, BC

Kris Adams, BC

Mathew Bowden, Australia

Winners,
 Winners,

  Winners …


